Previous studies have shown that single-sided-deaf (SSD) patients implanted with cochlear implants (CIs) can receive spatial release-frommasking (SRM), likely due to head-shadowing effects. This study investigated the possibility that SSD-CI patients might also obtain SRM benefits from binaural-integration cues when the target speech is masked by a spatially-separated fluctuating masker. Experiment 1 measured psychometric functions for word-recognition performance in the presence of stationary noise, modulated noise, and one or two same-or opposite-gender interfering talkers. The first ear received an unprocessed mixture containing the target and masker(s). The second ear received no signal (NH/Deaf), an unprocessed mixture containing just the maskers (NH/NH), or a mixture containing just the maskers that was processed with an eight-channel noise vocoder (NH/Vocoder). The results show that SRM occurred in the NH/NH condition for all masker types, but that it only occurred in the SSD/Vocoder condition with same-gender interfering talkers. Experiment 2 revealed that SRM occurred in the NH/Vocoder condition with as few as two vocoder channels, and that maximum performance occurred with six or more channels. These results suggest that CIs for SSD have the potential to produce SRM in situations where monaural cues are insufficient for concurrent speechstream segregation.
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